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 VirtualMachines and Containers 
 

Public cloud data centers comprise many thousands of individual servers. Some 

servers are used exclusively for data services and supporting infrastructure and 

others for hosting your computations. When you compute in the cloud, you do not 

run directly on one of these servers in the way that you would in a conventional 

computational cluster. Instead, you are provided with a virtual machine running 

your favorite operating system.Avirtual machine is just the software image of 

a complete machine that can be loaded onto the server and run like any other 

program.The server in the data center runs a piece of software called ahypervisor that 

allocates and manages the server’s resources that are granted to its “guest” virtual 

machines. In the next chapter, we delve into how virtualization works, but the key 

idea is that when you run in a VM, it looks exactly like a server running whatever 

operating system the VM is configured to run. 

For the cloud operator, virtualization has huge advantages.First, the cloud 

provider can provide dozens of different operating systems packaged as VMs for 

the user to choose from. To the hypervisor, all VMs look the same and can be 

managed in a uniform way. The cloud management system(sometimes called the 

fabric controller) can select which server to use to run the requested VM 

instances, and it can monitor the health of each VM. If needed, the cloud monitor 

can run many VMs simultaneously on a single server. If Av M instance crashes, it 

does not crash the server.The cloud monitor can record the event and restart 

theVM.UserapplicationsrunningindifferentVMsonthesameserverarelargely 

unaware of each other.(A user may notice another VM when they impact the 

performance or response of their VM.) 

We provide in chapter 5 detailed instructions on how to deploy VMs on the 

Amazon and Azure public clouds, and on OpenStack private clouds. 

Containers are similar to VMs but are based on a different technology and 

serve a slightly ifferent purpose.Rather than run a fullOS, ac ontainer isl ayered on 

top of the host OS and uses that OS’s resources in a clever way. Containers 

allowyoutopackageupanapplicationandallofitslibrarydependenciesanddata 
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intoasingle,easy-to-manageunit.Whenyoulaunchthecontainer,theapplication can 

be configured to start up, go through its initialization, and be running in 

seconds.Forexample,youcanrunawebserverinonecontainerandadatabase 

serverinanother;thesetwocontainerscandiscovereachotherandcommunicate 

asneeded.Or,ifyouhaveaspecialsimulationprograminacontainer,youcan start 

multiple instances of the container on the same host. 

Containers have the advantage of being extremely lightweight. Once youhave 

downloadedacontainertoahost,youcanstartitandtheapplication(s)that it contains 

quasi-instantly.Part of the reason for this speed is that a container instance can 

share libraries with other container instances. VMs, because they are complete 

OS instances, can take a few minutes to start up.You can run many 

morecontainersonasinglehostmachinethanyoucaneffectivelyrunthesame 

numberofVMs. Figure4.1illustratesthedifferencebetweenthesoftwarestackof 

aserverrunningmultipleVMsversusaserverrunningasingleOSandmultiple 

containers on a typical server in a cloud. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure4.1:Virtualmachinesvs.containersonatypicalcloudserver. 

 

Building a container to run a single application is simple compared with the 

taskofcustomizingaVMtorunasingleapplication.Allyouneedtodoiscreatea script 

that identifies the needed libraries, source files, and data. You can then run the 

script on your laptop to test the container, before uploading the container to a 

repository,fromwhereitcanbedownloadedtoanycloud.Importantly,containers are 

completely portable across different clouds. In general, VM images cannot be 

ported from one cloud framework to another. 

Containers also have downsides. The most serious issue is security. Because 

containerssharethesamehostOSinstance,twocontainersrunningonthesame 
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Table4.1:Virtualmachinesandcontainers,compared. 

 

Virtualmachines Containers 

Heavyweight Lightweight 

Fully isolated; hence more secure Process-levelisolation;hence lesssecure 

No automation for configuration Script-driven configuration 

Slowdeployment Rapiddeployment 

Easy port and IP address mapping More abstract port and IP mappings 

Custom images not portable across clouds Completely portable 

 

 

Host are less isolated than two VMs running on that host. Managing the 

network ports and IP addresses used by containers can be slightly more 

confusing than when working with VMs. Furthermore, containers are often run 

on top of VMs, which can exacerbate the confusion. 

 

 Advanced Computing Services 
 

Cloud vendors such as Amazon, Microsoft, and Google have many additional 

services to help your research, including special data analysis clusters, tools to 

handle massive streams of events from instruments, and special machine learning 

tools. 

A common issue of concern to scientists and engineers is scale.VMs and 

containers are a great way to virtualize a single machine image. However, many 

scientific applications require multiple machines to process many data or to 

perform a complex simulation. You may already know how to run parallel 

programs on clusters of machines and you now want to know whether you can run 

those same programs on the cloud. The answer depends on the specifics of the 

application. Most high-performance parallel applications are based on the 

Message Passing Interface (MPI)standard]. Amazon and Azure provide an 

extensive set of tools for building Linux MPI clusters. 


